ITEEA 2022 Professional Recognition Awards

SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARDS

Academy of Fellows
Steven A. Barbato, DTE

Award of Distinction
Gregory Kane, DTE

William E. Dugger Exemplary Collaboration Award
Deborah K. Marshall

Presidential Citation
Thomas Loveland, DTE

Wilkinson Meritorious Service Award
Michael Fitzgerald, DTE

Lockette/Monroe Humanitarian Award
Douglas Lecorchick

Prakken Professional Cooperation Award
Frank Caccavale

Public Understanding of Technology and Engineering Education Award
Kenneth Robinson

Burke Supervision and Shared Leadership
Brendan Murphy

DISTINGUISHED TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS

Troy Blunier
Sharon A. Brusic
Eric Deneault
Scott Greenhalgh
EMERGING LEADER RECOGNITION

Jana Bonds
James Carlson
Trevor Maiseroulle
Byron McKay
Brendan Murphy
Jessica Murphy
Korbin Shearer
David Stroud

GERALD F. DAY EXCELLENCE IN AUTHORSHIP AWARDS

Technology and Engineering Teacher 2020-2021

Top Article by a University Educator
Marie Hoepfl

Top Article by a Classroom Teacher
Joshua Grannetino

Top Article by a University Educator/Classroom Teacher Team
Scott A. Warner, DTE, Korbin Shearer, Garreth Heidt, and Korbin A. Shoemaker

21st CENTURY LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 2021-22 COHORT

Jana Bonds
Karin Dykeman
Justin Egresitz
Tonya Isabell
Abbi Richcreek
Debra Shapiro, DTE

OUTSTANDING AFFILIATE REPRESENTATIVES
Region I ................Anthony Ruscito (MA)
Region II ..............Cathi Cox-Boniol (LA)
Region III ..............Bob Behnke (TX) and Joel Ellinghuysen (MN)
Region IV...............Justin Touchstone (ID)

PROGRAM EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Alabama Chelsea High School
Florida Milwee Middle School
Maryland Owings Mills Elementary School
Maryland High Point High School
New Jersey West Orange High School
North Dakota Munich Public School District 19
Pennsylvania Indiana Senior High School
Virginia Hillsboro Charter Academy
Virginia Col. Fred Cherry Middle School
Virginia James W. Robinson Secondary School

TEACHER EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Florida Carol Unterreiner
Illinois Phil Thornton
Maryland Angela Bernard
Maryland Norman Coloma
Minnesota Mark Lockhart
Minnesota  Ryan Stanley
New Jersey  Courtney Pipher
New Jersey  Wendy Green
New Jersey  James Mulligan
North Dakota  Darwin Potter
Pennsylvania  Korbin Shearer
Pennsylvania  Jason Zalno
Virginia  Courtney Rodgers
Virginia  Tim Vaughan
Virginia  Wanda Hulse

ITEEA FOUNDATION AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Maley/ITEEA Foundation Teacher Professional Development Scholarship
Lauren Coker

Claussen/ITEEA Foundation Memorial Scholarship
Emily Balfour

Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Lauren K. Coker  Millersville University
Philip Thomas Kinane  Old Dominion University
Jackson Otto  Purdue University
Leah Jeanne Parker  State University of NY at Oswego
Don Gary Reinertsen  Valley City State University
Nick Schaefer  Illinois State University

Maley Outstanding Undergraduate Student Citation
Gary Derwin  Illinois State University
Edward E. Garner, III  State University of NY at Oswego
Austin Knudsen  Utah State University
Micah Nuss  Fort Hays State University
Jeremiah Shillingburg  Millersville University
Matthew Scott  Valley City State University
Laura P. Smith  Old Dominion University
Sean Wiseman  Purdue University

COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING TEACHER EDUCATION

Gerhard Salinger Award for Enhancing Education Through Technological/Engineering Design-Based Instruction – Soft Robotics to Broaden the STEM Pipeline
Andrew Jackson, Nathan Mentzer, Ryan Novitski, Rebecca Kramer-Bottiglio

Outstanding Research Award – Teaching Math Modeling through 3D Printing: Examining the Influence of an Integrative Professional Development
Tyler Love and Reuben S. Asempapa

Silvius/Wolansky Outstanding Publication Award – Learning by evaluating (Lbe) through adaptive comparative judgement
Scott Bartholomew, Nathan Mentzer, DTE, Matthew Jones, Derek Sherman, and Sweta Baniya

Technology and Engineering Teacher Educator of the Year Award
Aaron Clark, DTE

COUNCIL FOR STEM LEADERSHIP

Leader of the Year
Molly Miller

Outstanding Local Leader
Lauren Beal

Outstanding State/Province Leader
Cathi Cox-Boniol

Distinguished Service Award
Troy Blunier

THE ELEMENTARY STEM COUNCIL
Mary Margaret Scobey Award
Julie Sicks-Panus and Tracy Young

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION COLLEGIATE ASSOCIATION

Outstanding TEECA Student Award
Milo Engel, Purdue University

Outstanding TEECA Advisor
Richard Bush, SUNY Oswego

Outstanding TEECA Chapter
Fort Hays State University

TEECA Competitive Events National Champions
Fort Hays State University and Purdue University

Communications Competition:
1) Fort Hays State University
2) SUNY Oswego
3) Purdue University

Manufacturing Competition:
1. Fort Hays State University
2. SUNY Oswego
3. Utah State University

Problem Solving Competition:
1. Purdue University
2. California University of Pennsylvania
3. SUNY Oswego

Robotics Competition:
1. Purdue University
2. Pittsburg State University
3. Fort Hays State University

Teaching Lesson and STEM Showcase Competition:
1. Fort Hays State University
2. The College of New Jersey
3. Pittsburg State University